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Abstract. This paper is mainly to study the static and dynamic properties of Taiyuan loess by large numbers of laboratory tests such as triaxial test, collapse coefficient test and seismic subsidence test under different moisture contents. We discover that the dynamic strength of loess is lower than the static strength at lower moisture content. But with the increasing of moisture content, dynamic strength will be close to static strength. The relationship between coefficients of collapsibility and seismic subsidence can be set up through moisture content.
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1. Introduction

Loess distributing mainly in the Midwest of China where earthquakes frequent occur. Practice demonstrates that loess is sensitive to dynamic load and the seismic damage is tremendous in loess area[1][2]. So we need pay attention to the research of loess’s dynamic properties. In this paper, we study the static and dynamic properties of Taiyuan loess by the laboratory tests under different moisture contents [3]. We try to set up the relationship between static and dynamic properties of Taiyuan loess. In this way, we can carry on earthquake resistance design to loess foundation using static force data, which have positive role to economic and social development of loess area.

2. Testing Program

This test adopts DDS-70 system of electromagnetic dynamic triaxial test controlling by microcomputer which is made in China. Based on predecessors [4][5] test methods, we load the dynamic application cascade on the original state loess sample under different moisture contents. First step, the samples consoled when the consolidation stress ratio is equal to 1.73, which simulated the stress state of loess in the general. After the consolidation deformation completed, close the valve of drain and bear the equivalent sine wave load which has regular vibration times and regular frequency on loess sample by degrees until the loess sample destroy. The failure criterion of the test is that stress wave occurs distortion indicate the loess sample destroy.

In order to use the favourite data of static properties to carry on earthquake resistant design, in this experiment we get coefficient of collapsibility by confined compression test and get static strength by consolidated untrained triaxial test.

The loess sample taken from Taiyuan belong to quaternary epipleistocene (Q3). The yellow-brownish loess sample was taken from the stratum 5.0m deep, whose structure is homogeneous with the macroscopic vertical columns big pore. The various physical mechanics indicates in Table 1.

Table 1: Physical parameters of the Taiyuan loess
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3. Contrast on Static and Dynamic Strength of Taiyuan Loess

3.1. The relationship between static and dynamic intensity index

The static and dynamic intensity index of Taiyuan loess indicates in Table 2, the relationship between moisture content and intensity index indicates in Fig.1 and Fig.2. From the test result, we can know the static and dynamic intensity friction angle vary little with the change of moisture content. Because the dynamic intensity friction angle is close to static ones, we can consider the dynamic intensity friction angle equals to static ones. The static and dynamic cohesions decrease with the increasing of moisture content, and they all accord exponential function which the constant is different. The curve of dynamic cohesions is gentler, which show the influence of moisture contents to dynamic cohesions is smaller than static cohesions. Analysis further, the dynamic cohesions is smaller than static cohesions when the moisture content is small; and the difference between them dwindle with the increasing of moisture content, at this time the dynamic cohesions even exceed the static cohesions little.

3.2. The relationship between static and dynamic strength

According to coulomb formula, the static shearing strength of Taiyuan loess can express as: \( \tau_f = c + \sigma \tan \phi \). The dynamic shearing strength can express as: \( \tau_{df} = c_d + \sigma_d \tan \phi_d \). This formula can be express as \( \tau_{df} = c_d + \sigma_d \tan \phi \), if we think \( \phi = \phi_d \). Analyze the formula, the static and dynamic strength decide on cohesions when the direct stress is same. The dynamic strength is less than static strength when the moisture content is low. The dynamic strength approximate to static strength when the moisture content is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moisture content(w)</th>
<th>( c_d ) (kPa)</th>
<th>( \phi_d )</th>
<th>( c ) (kPa)</th>
<th>( \phi )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>57.41</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1: The relationship of moisture content and static, dynamic friction angles](image1)

![Fig. 2: The relationship of moisture content and static, dynamic cohesions](image2)
high. The reason can be generalized to two points. The failure criterion of this test is that stress wave occurs
distortion, thus the dynamic strain is much less than static strain when the loess sample destroys and the
dynamic strength is lower. When the moisture contents is low, loess exhibit powerful structural which is
destroyed by vibrating load.

4. Contrast on Static and Dynamic Deformation of Taiyuan Loess

4.1. Collapse under different moisture contents of Taiyuan loess

From the collapse curves under different moisture contents of Taiyuan loess (Fig.3), we can draw the
conclusions. The coefficient of collapsibility of Taiyuan loess will decrease obviously with increasing of
moisture contents. The coefficients of collapsibility change with increasing of pressure, until they get to peak
value. The pressures correspond the peak value are different. The pressures approach to 200kPa when the
moisture contents are less than plastic limit moisture contents. The pressures approach to 300kPa when the
moisture contents are greater than plastic limit moisture contents. The peak value of coefficients of
collapsibility decreases with increasing of moisture contents. The relationship between coefficients of
collapsibility and moisture content indicate Fig.4, and the relationship can be expressed by equation as:

$$\delta_{s_{\max}} = ke^{-lw}.$$  
In this equation: k, l are test constants.

![Fig.3: Collapse curves of different moisture content](image)

![Fig.4: Relationship between $\delta_{s_{\max}}$ and moisture content](image)

4.2. Under different moisture contents of taiyuan loess

When the dynamic stress and consolidation same, the seismic subsidence increase with the increasing of
moisture contents; the seismic subsidence decrease with the increasing of moisture contents when the
dynamic stress and moisture contents same.

The curve fitting of seismic subsidence coefficient indicate in Fig.5. The relationship between coefficient
and moisture contents can be expressed by parabolic line law as:

$$\varepsilon_p = E \cdot \sigma_d^2 \quad (0 \leq \sigma_d \leq \sigma_{sf}).$$

The test constant “E” in this formula is the function of moisture contents when the confining pressure is
same, the relationship can be expressed by the formula as:

$$E = F_\sigma^G.$$

In this formula, the test constants “F” and “G” are relevant to properties of loess.

Then we can get the formula:

$$\varepsilon_p = F_\sigma^G \cdot \sigma_d^2, \quad (0 \leq \sigma_d \leq \sigma_{sf}).$$

4.3. The relationship between seismic subsidence and collapse of taiyuan loess

From the analysis above, we can see the collapse coefficient and seismic subsidence coefficient are all
the function of moisture contents. We can set up the relationship between $\varepsilon_{s_{\max}}$ and $\varepsilon_p$ by moisture
contents as:

$$\varepsilon_p = A\left(\frac{\ln \delta_{s_{\max}}}{B}\right)^c \cdot \sigma_d^2, \quad (0 \leq \sigma_d \leq \sigma_{sf}).$$

In this formula, the test constants “A” and “B” and “C” are relevant to properties of loess and stress
condition. In this test “A” equal to about $10^{-6}$/kPa$^2$, “B” equal to about 0.1416, “C” equal to about 2.
5. Conclusion

Study the static and dynamic properties of Taiyuan loess by the laboratory tests; we can draw the conclusions as follows:

(1) The static and dynamic friction angles vary little with the change of moisture content, and they are very adjacent. The friction angle of loess is a constant parameter. The static and dynamic cohesions decrease with the increasing of moisture content, and they accord exponential function.

(2) At lower moisture content, the dynamic cohesion is smaller than the static ones; in turn, the dynamic strength of Taiyuan loess is lower than the static strength. But with the increasing of moisture content, dynamic strength will be close to static strength even exceed.

(3) The collapse settlement of Taiyuan loess decreases and the seismic subsidence according to the same dynamic stress increases with the increasing of moisture content when the consolidation pressure is same.
The relationship between coefficients of collapsibility and seismic subsidence can be set up through moisture content.

(4) The dynamic properties of loess are more sensitive than the static properties because the unstable microstructure of dry loess is destroyed by vibration easily.
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